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your bass is ready TODAY

MetroLine

“The fundamental difference between the MetroLine and NYC line
is the MetroLine features solid bodies, while the NYC instruments
feature chambered bodies and custom-order options.”

quality, performance, integrity and service,
		
in a more affordable package
Yoshi, left, and his crew, crafting MetroLine basses in their Tokyo workshop, ensuring each instrument is 100-percent Sadowsky

the legendary Sadowsky Bass

In 1979, Roger Sadowsky set out to
produce his rendition of the perfect
electric bass. After working for over a
decade on the guitars of the legendary musicians of New York City, Roger
clearly
understood
what was
wanted and
needed in a
bass: timeless classic
styling,
superiorgrade tone
woods,
electronics
that enhance an instrument’s natural
sound, and precision craftsmanship not
available in mass produced instruments. With the exacting input of bass
masters such as Marcus Miller, Will
Lee and Rickey Minor, the legend
was born—a bass that is timeless
and on the cutting edge, with a sound
that is immediately recognizable on
recordings and ‘live’ as the legendary
Sadowsky Bass.

the Sadowsky MetroLine

As the legend grew, so did the overwhelming demand for these exceptional instruments that continues to
this day. With wait times for custom Sadowsky NYC instruments that can stretch to a year and prices for
custom features that can overextend a budget, Roger looked for a solution that would more quickly and
affordably make the legendary Sadowsky Bass available to the working musician.
Roger’s solution to this issue is not accomplished with sacrifices to craftsmanship, quality,
precision, feel or sound; it is primarily accomplished by standardizing certain
options and producing instruments in a more cost-effective environment.
The result is the Sadowsky MetroLine.

Sadowsky MetroLine basses are produced by Roger’s personally trained
protégé, Yoshi Kikuchi, in Tokyo, Japan. A superior craftsman in his
own right, Yoshi moved to New York for a year to learn the art of the
Sadowsky Bass at Roger’s side. Yoshi then assembled a small group
of Japanese craftsmen and opened a studio in Japan under Roger’s
supervision. As a result, Roger is able to deliver the legendary
Sadowsky Bass more immediately and more affordably to you, the
working bass player.

your Sadowsky Bass is ready Today

Your long wait time is over and the Sadowsky bass is
now more affordable. With many competitively priced
models to choose from, Roger takes the most popular
features of his legendary NYC basses and makes them available to you immediately. Best of all, Roger personally stands behind
each and every MetroLine bass with his exacting standards of quality,
performance, integrity and service. We invite you to contact Roger to get
the legendary Sadowsky Bass where it belongs today – in your hands.
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Roger’s commitment

“Since 1979, we at Sadowsky have earned a reputation for building some of the highest
quality basses anywhere in the world. While there are certainly cheaper places in Asia to
manufacture instruments, the level of workmanship available to me in Japan—combined
with Yoshi’s oversight and his incredible commitment to quality—made my decision very
clear. I will not compromise when it comes to quality, performance, integrity and service.”
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